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Abstract: ABB words in Chinese, e.g., hēi-qīqī ‘pitch black’, have been studied for a
long time. Most traditional studies analyze these words through derivational rules
involving empty suffixes. However, this is problematic, as they are better seen as
compounds involving a prosaic A and an ideophonic BB part. By treating ABB as a
schema sanctioned by collocate–ideophonic constructions, it is possible to investi-
gate other similar patterns. A corpus study (more than 5,000 tokens) revealed that on
the level of schemas, ABB truly acts as a prototype of such constructions, but that it is
far from the only pattern to be identified. A second corpus-based study on the level of
exemplars showed there are different pockets of salience and non-uniformity in the
data from four angles: cue validity, frequency, dispersion, and constructional pref-
erence. This paper provides evidence that the traditional ABB narrative needs to be
complemented with usage-based data, and grapple with the lexical salience effects
this brings along for words involving iconicity.
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1 Introduction

Chinese linguistics has devoted particular attention to so-called ABB adjectives. A
first major reason is the very recognizable templatic structure of ABB adjectives.
These adjectives typically contain a noun, adjective or verb in the A slot, followed by a
reduplicated element in the BB slot. On the whole, Chinese speakers find that ABB
often make the element in the A slot more vivid. A second reason is that this con-
struction has been identified in a number of Sinitic languages, such as, but not
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exclusive to, Mandarin,1 Cantonese, Taiwanese Southern Min, and Hakka, as illus-
trated in (1).

(1) a. Mandarin hēi-qīqī 黑漆漆2 ‘pitch dark’
b. Cantonese hak1-maa4maa4 黑麻麻 ‘pitch dark’
c. Southern Min ȯ-sôsô 烏趖趖 ‘pitch dark’
d. Hakka vú-sǒsǒ烏趖趖 ‘charcoal black; dark; dirty looking’

A third reason could be that “ABB is the (a) basic form in which (b) sound symbolism
could be fruitfully explored [authors’ highlights]” (T’sou 1978: 67). T’sou views this
predominantly in terms of valence, with (Cantonese) ABB often carrying a negative
connotation. T’sou’s seminal study has two important implications. On the one hand,
the mentioning of a recognizable template that involves (b) sound symbolism with
often vivid meanings is reminiscent of the generally accepted cross-linguistic defi-
nition of ideophones as “ideophones are marked words that depict sensory imagery
and belong to an open-lexical class” (Dingemanse 2012, 2019). ABB is definitely
marked as a template, and often depictive of vivid sensory images. We will return to
this idea below. On the other hand, noting that ABB is the (a) basic form implies that
there are other, less basic forms or templates that might have similar traits as the
‘basic’ prototype of such constructions.

Despite this early observation dating back to the 1970s (T’sou 1974, 1978) and a
continued line of thinking in terms of ideophones in English studies (Kwok et al. 2016;
Mok 2001), traditional Chinese approaches have not taken these ideas up, focusing
instead on the more structural properties of ABB types. That is, these studies are
mostly interested in questions like: which BB patterns co-occur with A; what com-
binations of parts-of-speech are observed; or what different derivational patterns
can be found. Studies have focused on Cantonese and other Yue dialects (Bodomo
2006; Kwok 2012; Kwok et al. 2016; Lai 2015; Sew 2008), Southern Min (Chang 2009)
and Mandarin (Cáo 1995; Lǐ 2008, 2019; Shào 1990; Sūn 2012; Wang 2010, 2014; Wáng
2020; Yáo 2006; Zhāng 2005; Zhào 2021). It needs to be stressed that this list is by no
means exhaustive. On the contrary, it is indicative of just how much the ABB forms
stand out in linguistics and how much research has been devoted to them.

This study aims to reframe the traditional Chinese perspective by operationalizing
ABB as constructions involving ideophones (BB),3 similar to the interpretation

1 Glottocodes for languages mentioned in this paper: Mandarin [mand1415], Cantonese [yuec1235],
Southern Min [coas1318], Hakka [sanh1239].
2 Chinese characters used in this study are generally Traditional, unless noted otherwise.
3 We would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing out that not all ABB forms are best
seen as constructions involving ideophones, but that otherwell-known cognitivemechanismsmay be
at play, e.g., metaphorical and metonymical extensions. In Section 3, this idea is revisited under the
term of ideophonizing coercion.
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originally advanced by T’sou (Kwok et al. 2016;Mok 2001; T’sou 1978). It exploreswhat it
means to take seriously the statement that ABB constructions are the “basic form for
sound symbolism” by exploring other similar constructions. This will be done in three
steps. First a survey of the main relevant literature on ABB adjectives, then a shift in
perspective involving ideophone and collocate constructions, and finally a corpus-
based study that probes collocate–ideophone constructions found in the data from four
single sources of information. These single sources of information are thenput together
in a “tuple”, presenting a picture of collocate–ideophone constructions in Mandarin.

2 Background

In the vast literature on ABB items, there is a broad consensus regarding what kind of
items are instances of the ABB type. ABB items typically include nouns, verbs or
adjectives in the A slot, followed by a reduplicated element, e.g., lǜ-yóuyóu 綠油油

‘glossy green’. However, superficial ABB combinations of one character or syllable
followed by a different reduplicated character or syllable are barred from being
treated as ABB items, e.g., the Mainland actress Fan Bingbing范冰冰 or the Mainland
linguists Zhao Qingqing 赵青青 or Zhang Weiwei 张炜炜. Nor are cute diminutives
typically considered asABB, e.g., chī-fànfàn吃飯飯 ‘eat some rice’, shuì-jiàojiào睡覺覺

‘get some sleep’. Edge cases that are fundamentally not ABB items constitute trisyllabic
monomorphemic onomatopoeias, like hōnglónglóng轟隆隆 ‘rumbling of thunder’. In
other words, it is clear there is some sort of internal composition between A and BB.

Data in the literature typically comes from word lists provided in dictionaries or
generalworks. Taking a recent study (Wáng 2020) as emblematic, we can see thatmain
data comes from three dictionaries: the 7th edition of theDictionary ofModern Chinese
(Institute of Linguistics, ChineseAcademyof Social Sciences 2016), the 3rd edition of the
Standard Dictionary of Modern Chinese (Lǐ 2013) and the Dictionary of Adjective Usage
in Chinese (Zhèng and Mèng 孟庆海 2003). But older studies refer most often to the
highly influential 800 words of Modern Chinese (Lǚ 1980), for example Cáo (1995) or
Wang (2014). Only in recent years are corpus data taken into account to study ABB
items (see, for example, Lǐ 2019). The data pool most studies on ABB work with hovers
around 300 types: Cáo (1995) counts 330 items, Wang 2014 (336), but Wáng (2020) 258
types.

Threemain concernshave shaped theChinese literature onABB items: (a) theways
in which A and B can be combined to form different derivational patterns; (b) the
analysis of BB as an empty suffix; (c) the item-level variability for different combinatory
possibilities betweenA’s and BB’s. I will outline these concerns and raise somemore for
analyses that treat ABB as being formed through purely derivational rules involving
empty suffixes. The third issue will be explored later in this paper (Section 6.3).
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A first concern in ABB studies is related to the different ways A and B can be
combined. Usually this is done by solely taking the orthographic representation
(Chinese characters) into account, rather than including phonological aspects. After
all, a pervasive folk model of Chinese is the notion that one character (orthographic
form) equals one syllable (phonological form) and one meaning, in a convergence of
shape, sound and meaning (hànzì de xíng yīn yì 漢字的形音義) (Hsieh 2006) or the
one syllable/one meaning principle (Sun 1999). In other words, the A and B in ABB
stand both for syllables as well as characters. This folk model is fundamental for
understanding the typology laid out in ABB studies.

Shào (1990), for example, presents four main types of ABBs, based on whether
patterns like AB, BA, BBA, AABB, ABAB and BABA occur on top of the ABB form. The
classification (Table 1) includes: (type 1) an independent combination of A and BB,
(type 2) a reduplication of B froman existing AB, (type 3) a reduplication of B based on
an existing BA; (type 4) a subtraction of one A in an existing AABB. This basic
categorization is largely followed in subsequent studies. For instance, in his dis-
cussion on headedness, Wang (2014) also recognizes the first three types, the fourth
one being subtractive rather than additive, and thus standing out.

(2) a. gān-bābā 乾巴巴 ‘dull and dry’
b. pàng-dūndūn 胖墩墩 ‘flabby, stout’

(3) a. tián-mìmì 甜蜜蜜 ‘very sweet’
b. péng-sōngsōng蓬松松 ‘fluffy, puffy’
c. huǒ-làlà 火辣辣 ‘spicy, hot’
d. xiān-nènnèn 鲜嫩嫩 ‘fresh and tender’
e. qì-fēnfēn 氣憤憤 ‘furious’
f. yóu-nìnì 油腻腻 ‘greasy’

(4) a. xiāng-pēnpēn 香噴噴 ‘fragrant’
b. lěng-bīngbīng 冷冰冰 ‘ice-cold’

Table : Main typology of ABB types (adapted from Shào ).

Type Morphological pattern AB BA BBA AABB ABAB BABA Example numbers

 A + BB (a–b)
 a (AB) + B ✓ ✓ (a–b)
 b (AB) + B ✓ ✓ (c–d)
 c (AB) + B ✓ (e–f)
 BA + B ✓ ✓ (a–b)
 AABB − A ✓ ✓ (a–b)
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(5) a. bìng-wāiwāi 病歪歪 ‘sickly-looking’
b. mì-mámá 密麻麻 ‘thickly clotted’

A derivational analysis like the one at hand here entails that AB or BA (type 2 and 3)
are more basic than the ABB form. Perhaps diachronically one can trace such ex-
tensions, but it seems unlikely that the ABB form is less basic than AB. Under a
Cognitive linguistics perspective (especially in Cognitive Grammar), these different
combinations (AB, BA, BBA, etc.) certainly exist, but rather alongside ABB, instead of
through rules that convert an underlying AB to ABB. Let us take tián-mìmì (3a) as an
example (type 2a), for which tián-mì ‘sweet’ and tiántián-mìmì ‘sweet’ are also found.
The conceptual content in these items is the same, namely A tián 甜 ‘sweet’ and B
mì 蜜 ‘honey’. All three forms (AB, ABB and AABB) are well-known and not novel.
In other words, they all have achieved unit status (Langacker 1987: 56ff.) but may
differ with respect to the degree of entrenchment (Langacker 2017). It is the mark-
edness of the ABB schemawhich highlights the vividmeaning of tián-mìmì. Note that
schemas like AABB also confer special meaning, see Paul (2006) or Otting (2019), but
these fall outside the scope of this study. To summarize, the occurrence of ABB forms
may not necessarily be driven by derivation but rather application of constructional
schemas to the same conceptual content.

The second main theme discussed in the literature concerns the internal
morphology of ABB items. BB is often analyzed as an empty suffix. For instance, a
recent reference grammar of Mandarin Chinese characterizes hōnghōng 烘烘 in
chòu-hōnghōng 臭烘烘 ‘smelly, stinky’ as follows: “Such a suffix typically does not
have very clear semantic content but does make a distinctive contribution to the
overall meaning of the derived adjective” (Huang et al. 2016: 284). This distinctive
contribution of BB is vivid in nature, according to the authors. But if there is a
distinctive contribution in meaning, then that might lead us to the question whether
BB is a content morpheme instead of an empty suffix. In the examples listed thus far,
BB does not behave like other well-known suffixes in Chinese, such as the nomi-
nalizers -zi 子, -er 兒, or -tou 頭, an observation already made early on (Shào 1990).
Such suffixes have undergone complete semantic bleaching when they occur as a
suffix4 (Packard 2000: 174). Thus, it stands to reason to investigate whether BB pat-
terns truly fit in with these prototypical suffixes, or even affixes.

According to Taylor (2002), prototypical affixes are definitely (a) bound,
(b) usually cannot be stressed, (c) often somewhat integrate in the phonological
shape of a word of which they are a part, and (d) are highly selective to the items to
which they attach. Prototypical words, Taylor argues, take the opposite of these four
criteria. For the three nominalizing suffix examples, criteria (a–b) and (d) intuitively

4 The ‘full’ meaning of zǐ 子 is ‘son’, that of ér 兒 also ‘son’, and tóu 頭 ‘head’.
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seem true. Criterion (c) seems true for -er in the sense that er-integration ‘érhuàyīn’
兒化音 is a well-studied phenomenon in Mandarin. And the other two (-zi, -tou) are
prone to lose their original lexical tone (at least in Northern variants).

Let us return to BB. It has often been noted that some BB forms can stand on their
own, e.g.,mángmáng茫茫, while others are completely bound, e.g., hūhū乎乎, càncàn
燦燦 (Shào 1990; Wang 2014). In other words, a number of BB elements are indeed
argued to be (a) bound (Wang 2014). Continuing with the criteria for stemhood versus
affixhood, it (b) is possible to stress BB. BB’s do not (c) integrate in the phonological
shape (the “root” A); instead, they retain their full pronunciation. They are (d) highly
selective to the items “to which they attach”, or rather co-occur. These differences with
the prototypical affix point in the direction that BB is not an affix, but rather a word.

Curiously, while Shào (1990) recognizes that BB does not behave exactly like the
three nominalizing suffixes (-zi, -er, -tou), he still states that itmakes sense to accept the
traditional characterization of BB as a largely empty suffix currently undergoing
grammaticalization.Hefinds evidence for this process in threemanners. First, he states
that BB only occurs after A, and that A and BB belong to the same part-of-speech
category. The first proposition contradicts with Shào later stating that BBA forms also
occur, as T’sou (1978) also pointed out. The second proposition seems doubtful, given
that the literature also devotes considerable attention to which parts-of-speech can fill
the A slot. Second, Shào points to the fact that some BB forms have the same pronun-
ciation but different characters, but that this phonological similarity has led to ortho-
graphic fuzziness (6). Third, hementions BB’s that have different orthographic variants
(7). These two issues make sense if BB is considered as ideophonic in nature, or
occurring in an ideophonizing template (Akita and Imai 2022; Dingemanse 2017). This
interpretation makes sense given that BB often is hard to define but is perceived as
contributing a certainvividness toABB, and the dynamic polysemy causedby similarity
in the orthography of Chinese ideophones (Van Hoey 2020; Van Hoey and Lu 2019).

(6) Orthographic fuzziness
a. rè-hūhū 熱呼呼 ‘warm’, also written as 熱乎乎

b. xiě-hūhū 血糊糊 ‘blood-stained’, also written as 血乎乎

(7) Orthographic variants
a. xiào-mīmī 笑咪咪 ‘smiling’
b. xiào-mīmī 笑眯眯 ‘smiling’
c. xiào-mīmī 笑迷迷 ‘smiling’

What emerges is that the distinction between stem and affix is not crystal clear in the
case of A and BB, which is not entirely unexpected (Tuggy 1992), although it appears
that the wordhood analysis of BB is stronger. This is corroborated by Yáo (2006), and
also by Wang (2014), who notes that 91% of the 336 ABB items he observes are
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compounds of word-like elements rather than adjectival derivations with empty
suffixes. And even in his attribution of derivation, e.g., gān-bābā 乾巴巴 ‘dry’ or
shī-hūhū 濕乎乎 ‘wet’, in which BB elements are argued to have lost their lexical
meaning and “do not contribute to the meanings of the whole words, so they should
be treated as suffixes” (Wang 2014: 354), one can wonder if derivation is truly at play
(see above). After all, derivation quickly leads to the exclusionary fallacy and the
rule/list fallacy (Langacker 1987: 28–29) and the process metaphor (Langacker 1987:
63). These principles hold that particular statements (lists) are to be excised from the
grammar if general statements (rules) can be established that subsume them. For
example, a noun like stapler presents a dilemma to a processual treatment of forms:
if the form stapler is derived by rule, it is impossible to account for its meaning being
more than ‘something that staples’; if it is simply listed in the lexicon, the productive
V + -er derivational pattern, which certainly can be identified, cannot subsume it
(Langacker 1987: 28). Or in other words, as Wang states, if the BB form has no direct
lexicalmeaning, it is a suffix and nothing else; if it hasmeaning, itmust be following a
processual rule that is the sumof its components, which then comes in a typology like
the one presented before Table 1. Mindful of the rule/list fallacy, and the warnings
raised against a pure derivation analysis, it appears that ABB forms truly do stand on
their own. However, rather than using the dichotomy of lexical BB forms versus
empty BB forms, we are dealing with different degrees of transparency in their
composition. We can illustrate with the examples shown in Figure 1.

The three diagrams shown in Figure 1 follow the typical conventions of Cognitive
Grammar, with rectangles depicting so-called elaboration sites (Langacker 1987;
Tuggy 1992). They show that on one level of description, the component is dependent

Figure 1: Three kinds of compositional transparency on a cline. Panel a shows full transparency. Panel b
displays partial transparency that involves a semantic extension. Panel c is fully opaque.
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on a more autonomous component. In the case of Figure 1, nìnì is dependent on yóu,
just as tián is more autonomous thanmìmì, and gān elaborates bābā. Panels A, B, and
C in Figure 1 differ with respect to unit status (Langacker 1987) on the different levels
of composition. In panel A, items have reached unit status on all levels. For panel B,
the situation is slightly different. The smallest componentmì by itself means ‘honey’.
The reading of mìmì as ‘sweet’ originates from ‘honey’ through a conventional me-
tonymy of QUALITY FOR PRODUCT. In panel C, bābā is recognizable in a number of ABB
patterns (Cáo 1995; Wang 2014), and has achieved unit status, but much less so than
the other two cases. As a single character, bā is even less available with a clear
meaning. The schema analysis of ABB that has been advanced here has led us to the
realization of different levels of entrenchment, depending on the degree of unit
status a component has reached. It is perhaps best to think of these three situations as
appearing on a cline. Sometimes the composition is transparent, other times it re-
mains opaque. For example, hēi-qīqī 黑漆漆 ‘black-as.lacquer’, can be assumed to
belong to the transparent after semantic extension kind, but an informal discussion
with a young student showed that they were unaware that qīmeans ‘lacquer’ that its
main feature is its black color, at which point the well-known type of hēi-qīqī should
probably be situated further along the cline towards the third kind. In all these cases,
the sum does seem more entrenched than its parts.

Finally, the third main theme in the literature is related to the number of type
combinations, or n-to-n relations (Cáo 1995; Shào 1990;Wang 2014; Zhāng 2005). Some
BB forms only occur with a single A (8a–b), that is, there are no other A-áiái com-
binations. Others are characterized by relations involving different A’s followed by
the same BB (9a–c). In (9a–c), méngméng means ‘indistinct, can’t see clearly’. There
are also some A’s that only occur with one BB, which also only occurs with that A, in a
unique combination (10). Group (8) differs from (10) in that the A zuì only occurs in an
ABB form with xūnxūn, while (8b) and (9a) show that this is not the case for bái. To
make this clearer, (11a–c) shows that there are indeed some A’s that occur withmany
different BB’s. A general reason for why some engage in many-to-many relations is
lacking; it appears highly item-dependent.

(8) a. hēi-qīqī 黑漆漆 ‘pitch dark’
b. bái-áiái 白皚皚 ‘pure white’

(9) a. bái-méngméng 白濛濛 ‘hazy’
b. huī-méngméng 灰濛濛 ‘dusky’
c. hēi-méngméng 黑蒙蒙 ‘dark and indistinct’

(10) zuì-xūnxūn 醉醺醺 ‘drunk’
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(11) a. hēi-qīqī 黑漆漆 ‘pitch dark’
b. hēi-méngméng 黑蒙蒙 ‘dark and indistinct’
c. hēi-xūxū 黑魆魆 ‘pitch black

By now it is clear that the ABB construction has attracted considerable attention
because the schema is marked and open-class, in the sense that there are a consid-
erable number of types that are agreed upon to belong to it. It has also been shown
that traditional approaches tend to see relations between ABB and its recognizable
components derivational in nature, but that this is not universally agreed upon.
Furthermore, rather than BB being an empty suffix, ABB items vary in terms of
compositional transparency. Combinations between A and BB are also item-
dependent. If there are differences between members, that would strongly suggest
that we are dealing with salience effects for the members. In other words, a proto-
typical structuring. In Section 3, this idea is further explored at a higher level, i.e., for
the ABB schema itself.

3 Collocate and ideophone

The only morphological division that has been agreed upon by all studies on ABB is
that there is a break between the A part and the BB part (Figure 1), i.e., A-BB, but that
is not saying very much. It is now time to turn first to the supposed emptiness of BB,
whichwe sawwas the perspective taken by traditional approaches (Huang et al. 2016;
Shào 1990; T’sou 1978).

Most studies indicate that ABB typically has amore vividmeaning or connotative
feeling than if A (or AB or BA etc.) were to occur by itself. BB may indeed not have
very clear semantic content, which is taken to mean descriptive content, but there
definitely appears to be a depictive quality to it. Furthermore, many if not all of these
ABB items relate to sensory imagery, and the synestheticmetaphorical mappings has
been demonstrated to be A and BB rampant (Zhào 2021). This reference to sensory
imagery fundamentally changes how we should see ABB: rather than viewing them
as derivations of the A element, whether that be a noun, verb or adjective, they
conform to the major criteria of Dingemanse’s (2012, 2019) cross-linguistic definition
for ideophones. After all, I have established that that the ABB schema is (a) marked,
and consists of (b) open-class (c) words that (d) depict (e) sensory imagery. It should
be noted again that this is not the first time ABB is regarded as a typical ideophone. In
fact, the introduction already mentioned the pioneering work of T’sou in the 1970s.
And recently, it was also explored in Japanese (She 2015).

Note that this account does not deny the substantial degree of conventional
arbitrariness present in the form-meaning mappings of ABB items (not all these
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items are iconic), nor does it preclude analyses based on other cognitivemechanisms
like metaphor or metonymy, e.g., the aforementioned fully transparent yóu-nìnì or
semi-transparent tián-mìmì in Figure 1. Such mechanisms are likely also active
alongside the ideophonizing pattern of ABB (Akita and Imai 2022; Dingemanse 2017),
which highlights the vividness of these form-meaning mappings. In other words, the
core of ABB items likely contains “real and iconic” BB ideophones, while many items
undergo an ideophonizing coercion by virtue of the template. In what follows, I will
refer to all such BB items as ideophones, with the caveat that this may be an over-
simplification of the items that participate in the construction.

Continuing along the ideophone track, we find Mok (2001), who studied sound
symbolism in Mandarin, Cantonese and Hakka from a phonological perspective. She
correctly differentiates the nature of a prosaic A and more sound symbolic BB. She
recodes them as X and A, resulting inmany observed patterns that go beyond the full
reduplication we have encountered thus far. This attention to the full reduplication
(BB in ABB = AA in XAA) is presumably the result of the one-syllable-one-meaning
principle referred to above: full reduplication tends to stand out more than partial
reduplication, especially if you are dealing with written data in the form of Chinese
characters.Mok (2001), on the other hand, already includes partial reduplication, e.g.,
Cantonese caau4-mi1mang1 巢咪 ‘wrinkled’ or faa1-li1luk1 花哩碌 ‘colorful,
flowery’, which both contain alliterative ideophones.

Nowwe will take a few steps that follow fromMok’s (2001) characterization of a
prosaic X and a sound symbolic AA, and the notion of different degrees of combin-
ability. First, it appears that the combinations are largely idiomatic, in the sense that
it is not wholly predictable which prosaic elements can combine with which sound
symbolic elements, but there aremost definitely accepted combinations.5 Still, it may
then be of analytic interest to see X and AA as being instantiations of a higher-level
constructional schema involving a collocate and ideophone of the full reduplication
type, to see what can be generalized and what is particular to the exemplars.

In a subsequent step, we can investigate if there are other lower-level schemas
that are sanctioned by the higher-level collocate–ideophone schema. Thus far we
have been considering trisyllabic schemas of the form A-BB/X-AA. But Mok’s (2001)
study shows that full reduplication is not the only trisyllabic pattern to be taken into
consideration: we need at least rhyming and alliterative ideophones, i.e., X-AB
(where AB stands for two different syllables = two different characters).

5 A personal anecdote: one of the authors once overheard a group of young people play an ABB game
in a restaurant in Taipei to pass the time. Each participant had to say an ABB form one after another
and if they produced a meaningless combination or something the group didn’t approve of, that
participant had lost and the game continued.
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While ideophones certainly come in more syllabic numbers, the Chinese Ideo-
phone Database (Van Hoey and Thompson 2020) indicates that disyllabic ideophones
by far outweigh the other types. They find that 3,479 types out of 4,948 collected
consist of two syllables (1 syllable 5%; 2 syllables 70%; 3 syllables 6%; 4 syllables 12%;
other 7%). Furthermore, the disyllabic ideophones in the Chinese Ideophone Data-
base have a proportion of 60/40 (2,271 items have different characters, 1,458 items are
composed of a reduplication). Thus, it makes sense to increase the scope of the
ideophonic part to disyllabic forms. A full picture of collocate–ideophone construc-
tions may also need to look at ideophones of a different number of syllables, but in
this first study a presumed coverage of 70% is a good starting point. One can also
venture that straying too far from the marked disyllabic ideophone pattern in the
original ABB pattern reduces the family resemblance of the items under investiga-
tion. On the other side of the construction, there are no a priori theoretical limita-
tions for the number of syllables for the prosaic collocate. For example, Yáo (2006)
also states that it may be fruitful to look at collocates that are longer than a single
syllable, e.g., (12–13). After all, wemightmiss out on some of themeaning elaborations
of ideophones if we restrict ourselves only to monosyllabic collocates. For instance, it
could be important that yīnyīn only describes the fresh and verdant green of grass
(13b), but perhaps not of the leaves on trees — trees and grasses being two different
ontological plant categories within the Chinese lexicon (Chao 1953). Additionally, not
increasing the scope of collocates means we will miss out on items like (14), which do
not occur in a trisyllabic construction, at least not in the corpus used here.

(12) a. bái-ái’ái 白皑皑 ‘white-gleaming.white’
b. bái-xuě-ái’ái白雪皑皑 ‘white-snow-gleaming.white’

(13) a. lǜ-yīnyīn 綠茵茵 ‘green-verdant’
b. lǜ-cǎo-yīnyīn 綠草茵茵 ‘green-grass-verdant’

(14) fēng-chén-púpú 風塵僕僕 ‘wind-dust-dusty’

One more issue must be tended to before we can investigate what the implications
are of treating the original ABB as an instantiation of collocate–ideophone
constructional schemas, namely the fact that some ABB forms can also occur as BBA,
e.g., xiāng-pēnpēn 香噴噴 versus pēnpēn- xiāng 噴噴香 (type 3 in Table 1). It would
thus seem that we are dealing not only with collocate–ideophone types but also with
the reverse, ideophone–collocate schemas. An illustration of the schemas that are
conceptually included in the collocate–ideophone constructions is shown in Figure 2.
Ideophone–collocate schemas can be diagrammed by mirroring the collocate and
ideophone in the constructional slots, e.g., AA-X versus X-AA (with different
exemplars).
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Given all the attention ABB (X-AA in Figure 2) has received in the literature, it is
expected that it is prototypical among these collocate–ideophone constructions. Figure 2
shows this difference in salience throughvarying line thickness. XY-AAandX-ABare less
prototypical than X-AA, but still quite familiar. However, increasing syllables in the
prosaic collocate (XYZ, XYZW,…) may instantiate exemplars that are less apprehensible
as instances of the same construction. To verify if X-AA (ABB) is truly the prototype of
these constructions, as the literature strongly indicates, a usage-based study may be in
order. This can either be done in an experimental manner (for example, Rosch 1975;
Kelly et al. 1986), or we can use a corpus-based method, which has become increasingly
favored inCognitive Linguistics (Divjak andArppe 2013; Gries 2019; Tummers et al. 2005).

In what follows, I will present relevant corpus data. The identified corpus pat-
terns will be related to the schemaswe identified in Figure 2. Finally, I will go beyond
the schemas and demonstrate the advantage that increasing the scope of ABB studies
to larger collocate–ideophone constructions brings.

4 Materials

There are twomain sources of data I rely on for the analysis. Thefirst is the Academia
Sinica Balanced Corpus of Modern Chinese6 (CKIP group and Academia Sinica 2013)
and the second is the Chinese Ideophone Database (Van Hoey and Thompson 2020).
This combination of database and corpus stands in contrast with most ABB studies,
which rely on types collected in wordlists found in dictionaries. The data and R code
for the analysis can be found in the accompanying OSF repository.7

Collocate–ideophone constructions were identified in three operationalized
groupings. The first operationalized group of data comes from disyllabic ideophones

Figure 2: Collocate–ideophone schemas with exemplars (taken from the corpus presented below). The
letters A and B refer to ideophonic syllables; the letters X, Y, Z, andW to syllables in the prosaic collocate.

6 The ASBC corpus can be accessed here http://asbc.iis.sinica.edu.tw/. It comprises about 10 million
words. The version consulted in this study was institutionally accessible to the authors.
7 https://osf.io/2m58e/.
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listed in the Chinese Ideophone Database, together with a word preceding them in
the corpus, e.g., lù-kǎnkě 路坎坷 ‘road-bumpy’. The second group contains all
structurally valid ABB expressions found in the corpus. This was done to make sure
BB items not listed in the Chinese Ideophone Database would not be left out. How-
ever, this overgenerated hits, e.g., words of the type Huáng jiějiě 黃姊姊 ‘big sister
Huang’. As a result, this group was cleaned by omitting items with tags like noun,
foreign word, numeral etc. A third group of data was selected according to the
criteria of the first group, but now looked beyond the word border, with word
defined in terms of the ASBC corpus tagging. That is to say, while in the first group
the ASBC had segmented huáng-dēngdēng 黃澄澄 ‘glistening yellow’ as one word
(“黃澄澄”), now in the third group items like “白色蒼茫” (báisè-cāngmáng ‘indistinct
white’) are caught, which have a space between them. After all, these also conform to
the larger collocate–ideophone constructional family.

Ideophone–collocate constructions were obtained in the same, but mirrored,
manner. These groups were all merged into one dataset, excluding duplicate values.
These were manually inspected. The final dataset consisted of 5,634 tokens, divided
over 16 constructional subschema types.

5 Relative salience of subschemas and types

We can now investigate the relative salience of the subschemas. It has been argued
before that the productivity of a schema is largely determined by its type frequency
(Bybee 2001). In other words, schemas with a higher type frequency can be consid-
ered more salient. Salience here is understood as meaning ‘highly entrenched in a
given context’ (Geeraerts 2017; see also Schmid and Günther 2016).

Table 2 shows that there are 2,690 types with 5,634 tokens. These are not uni-
formly distributed. Instead, we find the collocate–ideophone schemas of X-AA,

Table : Type and token frequencies for all identified subschemas.

Collocate–ideophone Ideophone–collocate

Subschema Type
frequency

Token
frequency

Subschema Type
frequency

Token
frequency

X-AA   AA-X  

X-AB   AB-X  

XY-AA  , AA-XY  

XY-AB  , AB-XY  

XYZ-AA   AA-XYZ  

XYZ-AB   AB-XYZ  

XYZW-AA   AA-XYZW  

XYZW-AB   AB-XYZW  
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XY-AB, XY-AA, as well as the ideophone–collocate schemas of AB-XY, and AA-XY are
particularly bountiful. If we just limit our scope to trisyllabic expressions, X-AA (or
traditionally “ABB”) truly stands out as the only schema with such a high type
frequency, but also token frequency. The other major productive patterns are all
tetrasyllabic. This is not entirely surprising, as Chinese is known to possess many
different idioms consisting of four characters, and also ideophone combinations in
four characters that date back to at least the Book of Odes (詩經, ca. eleventh to
seventh century BCE) (Féng 2016; Smith 2015). Note that in tetrasyllabic schemas,
partial reduplication (AB) had a higher frequency than full reduplication (AA), a
pattern observed in both collocate–ideophone and ideophone–collocate schemas.

It has thus become clear that there are different degrees of salience to be found
amongst these subschemas. But are there similar distributions of type-token fre-
quencies to be found within the subschemas? After all, one could reason that since
the traditional literature takes wordlists as the main source of data, the descriptions
therein are supported by the idea that all ABB forms are equal in terms of structure,
and hence equally good exemplars of ABB. Of course, the native speaker intuitions
provided in the discussions provide some nuance: some exemplars are more
representative of ABB than others (because they keep getting mentioned). One can
wonder what differences in salience the corpus data harbor. In other words, are
there types with a particular high token frequency, indicating that they are more
entrenched and more salient, i.e., better exemplars of their respective subschema?

As Figure 3 shows, every subschema has a median type-token frequency of 1.
That means that most types only occur once in the whole corpus. Except for
XYZW-AB, there are no outliers for hexasyllabic subschemas, which may be due to
the overall low token frequency. The tetrasyllabic and trisyllabic subschemas,

Figure 3: Logged token frequency per subschema type. The boxplots are overlayed with violin plots.
Note that only for X-AA a visible boxplot could be drawn; the other subschemas only consisted of
outliers.
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however, all have outliers. Note that X-AA (“ABB”) is the only schema with a higher
upper quartile, i.e., the token frequency of 3! In terms of outliers, we also find that
X-AA has the highest outlier, i.e., huó-shēngshēng活生生 ‘lively’ (token frequency of
124, logged frequency of 2.09). This outlier is followed by xiǎoxīn-yìyì小心翼翼 ‘very
cautiously’ of the XY-AA subschema. One important observation of Figure 3 is that
there are more outliers for collocate–ideophone subschemas than for ideophone–
collocate subschemas. Additionally, there are more outliers when syllables of col-
locates are short. A linear regressionmodel with subschema frequency as dependent
variable andweight of collocate and collocate/ideophone order as predictors showed
that frequency, and relatedly these distributions with outliers, is indeed driven by
collocate weight and order (significant intercept for monosyllabic collocate and the
order collocate–ideophone, p = 0.009), but at the same time no other variable settings
significantly differ from the intercept.

The implications of Table 2 and Figure 3 are that when ABB is reconsidered as a
subschema of schemas involving collocates and ideophones, there are other sub-
schemas that also emerge as salient. However, the distribution is not uniform
(χ2(7) = 159, p < 0.001).8 ABB, now rephrased as X-AA, does stand out as the most
productive trisyllabic pattern. It is the only subschema for which type-token fre-
quencies show a larger spread. Furthermore, the utility of corpus data on top of
wordlist data has proved useful: theories built around ABB should pay attention to
the non-equality of exemplars used. It makes more sense to figure out exemplars
like huó-shēngshēng (token frequency of 124) rather than – bīng-lěnglěng 冰冷冷

‘ice-cold’,9 which has a token frequency of 1. It could also be, of course, that there are
other good reasons to build a theory on exemplars like bīng-lěnglěng, e.g., a unique
pattern for a formal rule (Table 1), or a special attraction in a collostructional pattern,
of the kind Stefanowitsch and Gries (2003) advanced.

6 Corpus-based tuples

Given that the corpus data has placed ABB words in a new light, it leads one to
wonder what other perspectives the corpus can shed on these collocate and ideo-
phone constructions. To respond to that question, I turn to the notion of tuples (Gries
2019). Gries argues that many sources of information presented in corpus linguistic
studies conflate two ormore dimensions of information, such as frequency and effect
size of association measures, direction of association, or dispersion. His proposed
remedy consists of calculating single sources of information, which can then be put

8 Because someof the expected valueswere smaller than 5,we also ran a Fisher Exact Test (p < 0.001).
9 Note this is not lěng-bīngbīng 冷冰冰 from example 4b, which has a token frequency of 15.
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together to create a more coherent picture, so-called tuples. Here I follow that line of
thinking. Since we already have the corpus data for collocate–ideophone and ideo-
phone–collocate constructions, the other single sources of information can be rela-
tively easily obtained. I will include four sources of information: cue validity, token
frequency of ideophones, dispersion of ideophones, and ideophones’ constructional
preference. Finally, by combining these dimensions of information, a picture of
collocate–ideophone constructions emerges that is rampant with non-uniformity
throughout—it just depends how you look at it.

6.1 Cue validity

The first dimension of information that may be of interest is the attraction between
collocate and ideophone. As the literature has copiously discussed, some BB forms
only occurred with one A, others with many different A’s, see (8–11). In other words,
we can think of collocate and ideophone as a constructionwith two slots: how likely is
a given collocate a cue for a given ideophone, and vice versa. This relation between
cue and an outcome has been found to be a strong determinant of prototype for-
mation (Ellis and Ferreira-Junior 2009; Stefanowitsch and Gries 2003), and is often
called ‘cue validity’ (Stefanowitsch and Gries 2003).

This can be solved with directional association measures like ΔP (Ellis and
Ferreira-Junior 2009; Gries 2019), or more general association measures like the
Kullback-Leibler divergence DKL (Baayen 2011; Gries and Durrant 2020), both of
which we find correlated (r > 0.8) in our data. These association measures all work
from the same premise: you need to calculate contingency tables which show the
frequencies of co-occurrence combinations for the phenomena you are interested
in. Let us take huó-shēngshēng as an example.10 Table 3 shows four logical combi-
nations: (a) is the co-occurrence of the collocate and ideophone in question; (b) is
the collocate with other ideophones; (c) the ideophone in combination with other

Table : Example of the contingency table of huó-shēngshēng 活生生 ‘lively’.

Collocate Shēngshēng 生生 ¬ Shēngshēng 生生 Row totals

Huó 活 (a)  (b)  (a + b) 
¬ Huó 活 (c)  (d) , (c + d) ,
Column totals (a + c)  (b + d) , ,

10 This example was chosen as a didactic example because all cells in Table 3 have values.
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collocates; (d) the rest of the combinations. This type of analysis has also been termed
co-varying collexeme analysis (Gries and Stefanowitsch 2004). Note that no distinc-
tion is made between collocate–ideophone and ideophone–collocate constructions,
as that is a different source of information.

The calculation of DKL is quite complex. DKL:ideophone→collocate, the attraction an
ideophone has on a collocate, (15) shows that given an ideophone, how likely another
collocate is to be found as well. DKL:collocate→ideophone (16) shows the relative attraction
of a collocate unto an ideophone. These are normalized (17), so that higher values
indicate a stronger cue validity. For huó-shēngshēng, it seems that huó attracts
shēngshēng slightly more than the other way around, since DKL:ideophone→collocate norm

equals 0.96, and DKL:collocate→ideophonenorm = 0.99. Note that in these normalized cue
validity measures, a higher score means stronger relative attraction, with values
close to 1 indicating near-perfect attraction.

(15) DKLideophone→collocate = a
a+clog2

a(a+b+c+d)
(a+b)(a+c) + c

a+clog2
c(a+b+c+d)
(a+c)( c+d)

(16) DKLcollocate→ideophone = a
a+blog2

a(a+b+c+d)
(a+b)(a+c) + b

a+blog2
b(a+b+c+d)
(a+b)( b+d)

(17) to normalize : 1 − e−DKL

Themajor benefit of using these directional associationmeasures lies in verifying the
observed variability between collocates and ideophones. Let us illustrate with two
examples. It has been noted that zuì-xūnxūn醉醺醺 ‘drunk’ is a unique combination.
Zuì only prefers xūnxūn and vice versa. If that is true, then their DKL values are
predicted to be (1, 1). This appears as predicted in Figure 4. Bothwhen zuì (panel A) or
xūnxūn (panel B) are queried, only one value is returned, namely zuì-xūnxūn, at the
position of (1, 1). This means that in this case the wordlist data and intuitions were
corroborated by the corpus data.

Another fully reduplicated ideophone for which the literature has pointed out
that there is only one collocate, is qīqī, yielding the predicted unique combination hēi-
qīqī黑漆漆 ‘black as lacquer’ (example 8a). On the other hand, it has been pointed out
inmany places that hēi can havemany different BB’s. Based on the literature, panel B
is expected to have a single value, namely hēi-qīqī. Furthermore, hēi-qīqī is predicted
to have a high y-axis value but not necessarily a high x-axis value. Panel A should
then show many different items that combine with hēi.

As Figure 5 shows, the predictions were only half correct. Panel A indeed shows
many different combinations for the collocate hēi, and hēi-qīqī does have a high value
on the y-axis. However, qīqī also occurs with two other collocates. Does this then
mean that the traditional account of hēi-qīqī is fundamentally wrong? The answer is
negative; wū 烏 also means ‘black, dark < raven’ and àn 暗 also means ‘dark’.
The appearance of wū may be a Taiwanese influence, see example (1). At the
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same time, this may also be a case of sociolinguistic variation or language change,
namely, the emergence of a lesser dominant pattern.

This single dimension of information (cue validity) can act as a catalyst for
further lexicographic exploration, with benefits for second language acquisition as

Figure 5: Cue validity (Kullback–Leibler divergence) for hēi (panel A) and qīqī (panel B). Note that many
of observed combinations in this corpus may not be entrenched for the full population but may be
particular to the corpus used for generating these statistics, e.g., hēi-línlín 黑淋淋.

Figure 4: Cue validity (Kullback–Leibler divergence) for zuì (panel A) and xūnxūn (panel B). Grey points
indicate the calculated DKL values for all ideophone and collocate combinations. The bold black points
show ideophone and collocate items that belong to a given query; in this case both queries result in the
same plot.
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well: idiomatic expressions are harder to learn when they are not transparent
(Nippold and Taylor 2002; Tabossi et al. 2008), which is often the case for ideophone–
collocate constructions. The potential pedagogical benefit of calculating association
measures lies in curriculum development: first focus on the ideophone–collocate
constructions that have high cue validity, either from the ideophone as cue or from
the collocate as cue.

Before we move on to the next single dimensions of information, let us briefly
inspect the configuration of the two cue validity measures. Figure 6 consists of four
subsets of the data. Based on the highly productive type and token frequencies
presented before (Table 2), it is useful to inspect separately ideophone–collocate
schemas like AB-XY and AA-XY (upper left), collocate–ideophone schemas like XY-AB

Figure 6: Differences in cue validity (Kullback–Leibler divergence) for four groups of subschemas.
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and XY-AA (lower right), the prototype X-AA (lower left) and the rest of the less
productive schemas (upper right). It immediately stands out that collocation patterns
of most schemas are driven by the collocation, rather than the ideophone (higher
values on the x-axis). The prototypical collocate–ideophone construction X-AA,
however, is different: more high values on the y-axis are observed, suggesting that it
is the ideophone cue that attracts the collocate rather than other way around. This
may present another piece of evidence that the so-called suffix BB is not empty after
all, but very much meaningful.

6.2 Frequency and dispersion

A second dimension of information constitutes token frequency, which has already
been addressed for all instances of the identified subschemas in Figure 1 and Table 2.
We can also calculate the token frequency of the ideophones separately, as it has
already been pointed out that themajority of full expressions have a token frequency
of 1, see Section 5.

Related to token frequency is a third dimension of information: dispersion. Given
a corpus, it has been argued (Gries 2008, 2020, 2021) that it is actually dispersion andnot
so much token frequency that is responsible for well-entrenched units. Types that are
found throughout many different corpus parts have a higher dispersion. Given that
they occur inmany different contexts, they are presumably well-known to a variety of
language users. However, jargon-like words may have a much higher overall token
frequency, yet be restricted to a certain genre or even text or corpus part.

Dispersion can also be calculated with many different measures. Gries has pro-
posed DP in the past (Gries 2008; Lijffijt and Gries 2012) but has recently also advocated
for Kullback–Leibler divergence application for dispersion (Gries 2021). Here we also
follow this measure of DKL:dispersion. The calculation follows similar principles as the
Kullback–Leibler divergence measures for cue validity presented in Section 6.1.11 A
helpful tutorial is offered in Gries (2021), and the code for our calculations is provided
in the supplementarymaterials onOSF. Here (Figure 7)we inspect themain tendencies
of the dispersion of the ideophones in our dataset. The corpus parts I take into
consideration are the genre divisions of the Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus of
Modern Chinese, i.e., literature, life, society, science, philosophy, and art.

Figure 7 shows the logged token frequency of ideophones in our dataset (657
types across 5,634 tokens, the same as for all expressions) in relation to the
normalized dispersion values. These normalized values indicate that higher values

11 In principle, the formula is DKL:dispersion = (posteriordata ‖ prior
theory): how much does the probability dis-

tribution of the two corpus parts, given the word we are currently looking at (the posterior), diverge
from the percentage distribution of the corpus sizes (the prior).
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representwider dispersion. In otherwords, a dispersion of 0wouldmean occurrence
only in one genre of the Academia Sinica corpus, while 1 indicates a balanced
occurrence across the different genres of the Academia Sinica corpus. There is a clear
negative linear correlation between the frequency of ideophones and skewed
dispersion. That being said, the density plot (cloud) and the boxplot (field) show that
the majority of ideophones are reasonably well dispersed.

6.3 Collocate–ideophone and ideophone–collocate

The fourth dimension of information that is of interest to this study is the preference
combinations of collocate and ideophone have. Early on, it was already noted that
some ABB expressions can also occur as BBA (T’sou 1978), but not all. We have seen
examples like xiāng-pēnpēn 香噴噴 ‘fragrant’ versus pēnpēn-xiāng 噴噴香 ‘fragrant’
being mentioned in the literature. Given these two possible orders (collocate followed
by ideophone and ideophone followed by collocate), it stands to reason to assume that
each item has a preference. In the case of types that only occur in, say, collocate–
ideophone, that preference will be very clear. But in the case of xiāng and pēnpēn that
will be less straightforward. Once more we can turn to contingency tables and col-
lostructional methods (Gries 2019) to address this problem. Because the corpus data
only has xiāng-pēnpēn, we illustrate themethodwith cuōtuō蹉跎 ‘dawdle, waste time’
in Table 4. After calculating all values for all ideophones, the associationmeasure used
here is the Fisher-Yates Exact test (Stefanowitsch and Gries 2003), a bidirectional test
that ranks in this case howmuch an ideophone is relatively attracted to the collocate–
ideophone construction. The distributions are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 7: The dispersion rate of ideophones in the corpus is negatively correlated with (logged)
frequency, i.e., highly frequent ideophones tend to occur only in one section of the corpus. At the same
time, the boxplot and distribution show thatmost ideophone types have a relatively high dispersion rate
but low frequency (Pearson correlation of R = −0.77, p < 0.001).
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Figure 8 displays information regarding this constructional preference. First, a
boxplot shows that most items prefer the collocate–ideophone order, as the median
lies right of 0. The third quartile is also very close to it, but the first quartile is
stretched relatively far away from 0. Major outliers for the collocate–ideophone
order are yìyì from xiǎoxīn-yìyì 小心翼翼 ‘be careful’and shēngshēng, as in
huó-shēngshēng 活生生 ‘lively’. On the other hand, there is a number of items
that strongly prefer an ideophone–collocate order, the strongest outlier of which
is sǒngsǒng-jiān 聳聳肩 ‘shrugging shoulder’.12 The blue zone in the ribbon,

Figure 8: Preference for the order ideophone–collocate (left) or collocate–ideophone (right). Zero is
the strict boundary between the two poles. However, the blue zone indicates a ‘border zone’.

Table : Example of contingency table for cuōtuō 蹉跎 ‘dawdle’.

Ideophone Collocate–ideophone Ideophone–collocate Row totals

Cuōtuō 蹉跎 (a)  (b)  (a + b) 
¬ Cuōtuō 蹉跎 (c) , (d)  (c + d) ,
Column totals (a + c) , (b + d)  ,

12 It must be noted that sǒngsǒng-jiān can also be seen as a verbal diminutive (Sui 2018): briefly
shrugging one’s shoulders. However, because it still fits the cross-linguistic concept of an ideophone,
it was kept in the data.
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which ranges from the first quartile to the third, can be said to contain ideophones
without strong preference, i.e., those that can occur in both orders. For instance,
cuōtuō ‘dawdle’ has a value of −0.68.

6.4 A holistic picture

We have now calculated cue validity, frequency, dispersion, and preference. With
these four single sources of information in hand, it is possible to present a holistic
picture of constructions involving ideophones and collocates. The data is plottedwith
the plotly package (Plotly Technologies Inc. 2015). The html document in the sup-
plementary materials (see Data Availability Statement) allows for the reader to
interact with the plot. Here I present two stills from the same visualization, which
contains the cue validity measures DKL:ideophone→collocate norm, DKL:collocate→ideophone, and
logged token frequency of ideophones on themain axes. The color gradient shows the
normalized dispersion DKL:dispersion. Symbols indicate the preferred construction
order: a square for collocate–ideophone, a diamond for ideophone–collocate, and
a circle for moderate attraction to either. The two perspectives are presented in
Figures 9 and 10.

Figure 9: Still 1 of the 3D tuple combining of single dimensions of information.
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Figure 9 is reminiscent of the figures presented in Section 6. This tuple shows
that the curved lines in those figures are somehow a frequency effect, which could be
a vestige from a binary categorization conforming to “hapax” or “not hapax”. In the
code and data supplement, I have also generated plotsmarking hapaxes and omitting
hapaxes from this figure. In any case, more follow-up work is needed to correctly
interpret if the usual cognitive mechanisms are correlated with these frequency
effects (see Bybee and Hopper 2001). We can also see, somewhat surprisingly, that
items with the highest dispersion values appear to correlate with high values for
DKL:ideophone→collocate norm. This can be related once again to the prototype status that
ABB (X-AA) subschemas harbor in this dataset, since theymostly have high values for
divergence with the ideophone as cue. From the completely different angle in
Figure 10, it can be seen that ideophone token frequency follows an elegant curve, at
least in the lower values. This surprising structure can be taken as a reminder that

Figure 10: Still 2 of the 3D tuple combining of single dimensions of information.
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we should not solely base our understanding of ABB and related constructions on
wordlist data alone, but also include observable corpus data.

7 Discussion and conclusion

I have started out with a survey of ABB-related literature (Section 2). First, the
traditional derivational analysis that treats BB as an empty suffix was questioned.
The potential involvement of other cognitive mechanisms notwithstanding
(Section 3), we have seen that viewing ABB as a compound consisting of a prosaic
collocate A and an ideophonic part BB can be quite fruitful. Based on a parallel line of
research, we followed Mok (2001) in the notation of X-AA for fully reduplicated
ideophones, but also incorporated partially reduplicated ones: X-AB. This led to the
inclusion of longer prosaic parts (X, XY, XYZ, XYZW, …) that were combinable with
disyllabic ideophones (AA, AB). Given that the order of collocate and ideophone has
also been found as ideophone–collocate, the final schematic network that emerged
consisted of 16 subschemas of ideophone–collocate constructions (Figure 2). In that
network, it was assumed that the X-AA (ABB) lower-level schema would have a
salient place, given all the attention received in the literature. To observe this, we
turned to the Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus of Modern Chinese (Section 4) and
obtained type and token frequencies of the schemas under investigation. It was
found that X-AA is the most prominent trisyllabic schema. However, some other,
tetrasyllabic, schemaswere also found to be productive: XY-AA, XY-AB, AB-XY, AA-XY
(Section 5).

Apart from an analysis on the level of the schema, we also looked at how
exemplars fitted in with these subschemas (Section 6). By calculating four single
sources of information (cue validity, token frequency, dispersion, and constructional
preference), a tuple presentation (Gries 2019) containing all four dimensions was
presented, that suggests that some of these variables hang together.

Two questions then remain: did it make sense to treat ABB as a prototypical
schema sanctioned by a main schema involving collocates and ideophones? And
what is the impact of doing so? The first question can be answered on two levels, by
invoking a four-way characterization of prototype effects, which rests on effects of
non-equality non-discreteness at the extensional or intensional levels (Geeraerts
2010: 189): (a) differences of typicality and membership salience, (b) clustering into
family resemblances, (c) fuzziness at the edges and membership uncertainty,
(d) absence of necessary and sufficient conditions. Given the domain of collocate–
ideophone constructions, we do find prototype effect (a), with X-AA for instance
being more salient than XYZW-AA; effect (b) with X-AA and X-AB being closer to each
other in terms of number of syllables, but from another perspective X-AA and XY-AA
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in terms of reduplication type in the ideophonic part; and effect (c) to some degree
with a question raised in Section 3 concerning the limit of syllables the ideophonic
part can have. Effect (d) is not entirely present: the necessary and sufficient condition
for ideophone–collocate constructions is that there is a part that can be termed
ideophonic and a part that can be seen as prosaic. The prototypicality effects
observed on the level of schemas is thus similar to that of the category ‘bird’
(Geeraerts 2010: 191).

On the level of exemplars in relation to the subschemas, we can similarly
observe effect (a) through the differences in dispersion value and token frequency;
effect (b) with families that share the same collocate or the same ideophone, see
examples (8–11); effect (c) with some instances like the AA-X (BBA) exemplar of
sǒngsǒng-jiān ‘shrug shoulders’ (footnote 7) having somewhat of an ideophonic
quality to it but not entirely. For effect (d), on the level of schemas conditions were
clear, but on the level of exemplars it is actually not so easy what the necessary
and sufficient conditions for ideophonehood and iconicity are (Dingemanse 2019;
Dingemanse et al. 2020), especially in Chinese (Van Hoey 2020). All in all, we can then
conclude that on the level of exemplars, all four prototypicality effects are present,
reminiscent of the effects observed for the concept ‘fruit’ (Geeraerts 2010: 190).

Let us turn to the second question: what is the impact of treating ABB as a
subschema of collocate–ideophone constructions? The main benefit is that this al-
lows traditional studies on ABB to reconverge with the other line of research that has
been developed parallel to it, as well as provide a place for this especially tight
coupling between collocate and ideophone within the typological literature. That
is, while collocates are often identifiable for ideophones in different languages
(Nuckolls 2014), ideophones are argued to be mostly used in holophrastic utterances
(Dingemanse 2017; Dingemanse and Akita 2016). The tight integration of well-known
collocate–ideophone constructions shows that this is not necessarily the case in
Mandarin and other Sinitic languages.

From the perspective of cognitive linguistics, this case study provides another
piece of evidence that it is still useful to think of constructions in terms of proto-
typically structured assemblies, and that this can be observed with corpus data. This
study has also attempted to take Gries’s (2019) advice into account, by calculatingfirst
single sources of information, that can then be put together and lead to further
exploration in future studies. It is important to note that this study has only been
possible by taking seriously the notion that ideophones arewords (Dingemanse 2019)
first and foremost, with concomitant lexical effects that can be observed in the
corpus in the first place. However, we should also be cognizant of whether these
corpus-observable effects are truly present inside the heads of speakers. After all,
linguistic categorization often distinguishes more fine-grained categories thanmany
language users are aware of (Divjak and Arppe 2013; Tuggy 1999). To that end, it may
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be useful to supplement the corpus-based findings from this study with subjective
ratings. One can expect correlations between dispersion, frequency on the one hand
and familiarity ratings on the other. There may also exist correlations between
topical genre of the corpus and valence, or arousal. Such triangulation can provide
converging evidence from context-rich data and context-free data, leading to a more
holistic picture of how ideophones in ideophone–collocate constructions behave, in
Mandarin, but also in other languages. In other words, I hope that this paper can
provide a new beginning for ABB constructions as the prototype of collocate–ideo-
phone constructions.
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